
 

Early Patent Timepiece "Restoration" 
“Spurious Patent Timepieces” in the words of Simon Willard 

 

The patent timepiece featured in this discussion, as found, with loose door and throat parts not 
attached 

 



Most clocks have stories to be told, but those stories tend to be lost over time as owners come and 
go and interest peak and wane.  This particular clock suffered in new ownership or perhaps more 
appropriately said, changes in ownership.  It had migrated from Florida to Texas, and probably in 
those travels, it had been blown apart.  As found, its pieces had been carefully collected up in several 
plastic bags.  Other than broken and missing glasses and some missing veneer, it was complete. 

The clock was purchased at a Chapter 139 meeting, here in Houston, for not very much money.  Its 
purchase price reflected both the very soft clock market we have all suffered through in recent years, 
as well as its condition.  

So, why did I buy it?  I need more projects like most of the rest of us, not! But, it was a "T" bridge 
movement, it had original parts, its overall condition while looking quite sad, was better than 
appearances suggested. So, home, it came, and I jumped into work immediately. Upon closer 
inspection, there are several traits/features/clues worthy of consideration.   

To better quantify those traits, let us look at several relevant ones.  

1. "T" bridge, as mentioned previously.  This feature places the clock in the earlier period of 
patent timepieces 

2. Two diagonal through-bolts to retain the movement, also an earlier trait 
3. Two through-bolts to retain the throat frame and glass, an earlier trait 
4. No glue blocks in the corners of the timepiece's lower box, other period timepieces have them. 

No traces found of ever having glue blocks in those locations 
5. The lower box is dovetailed at both the tops and bottom of the assembly.  There are some 

early Willard school timepieces with dovetails at the tops and bottom of the case, but both top 
and bottom dovetails are uncommon.  We do note such dovetails, top, and bottom can be 
found in Munroe Diamond head banjos (Concord Mass area).  That feature alone may well 
suggest also a possible Concord area tie in of this timepiece, but it is certainly not conclusive 

6. Two "L" bolts retain the dial 
7. One-piece mahogany backboard has hand plane marks on the outside back  
8. Of its door and throat veneer, some remaining pieces are original, is not cross banded, but 

utilizes plain veneer laid cross-grain to the rails.  That feature is also not common, many or 
most have a cross-banded treatment. At the same time, presentation pieces will be gessoed 
and leafed, and some will feature half-round treatments done up in cross grained solid 
mahogany. 

9. The timepiece has traditional Willard school latches for both the bezel and the lower door. 
10. The hands are not of the fine quality generally found in most Willard school timepieces  
11. The case surfaces retained old, if not original, finish 
12. The various accessory parts, finial, sidearms, latches, brass bezel, tiedown, etc. offer no 

conclusive evidence of one maker or another or even a specific locale. But, all appear period, if 
not original t the piece 

13. Simon Willard patent timepiece examples having flat cross veneer on the lower door and throat 
frames exist (seldom)1.  Most are cross banded (veneered) with inlay and string molding and 
patterns, as we are well aware.   

                                                            
1 Foley, Paul J., Willard Patent Timepieces, fig. 67 



Repairs and Restoration Undertaken 

Given the economy around clocks these days, it is no longer always practical to order up well-done 
glasses or for dial repaints as we have usually done in the past.  Often the cost of using such 
approaches today exceeds the market value of many clocks.   

While this timepiece is perhaps deserving of proper glasses and a well-done dial repaint, I elected to 
pursue a slightly different approach.  What was done is 100% reversible but still may upset 
aficionados. I chose to use the cheap method just to see what could be done to save this loose 
collection of bits and pieces.  Subsequent owners may elect to do otherwise. Or I may rethink this 
later on and redo the glasses and dial.  This timepiece does theoretically deserve proper treatment 
given its unusual-ness.  

The dial, as well as the glasses, were recreated using photo editing and were printed on a color laser 
printer.  They were then treated with a few very light passes of matte spray lacquer and applied to 
modern glass using wallpaper paste.  The backsides of the glasses were then also imaged to more 
fully complete the illusion.  The dial was recreated similarly. These recreations allowed a believable 
but faux reverse painted glass look, and an old dial look, all done up at a very low cost.   I used about 
$2 in materials. Correctly done, it would cost $300-$500 for well-done glasses and $150-$250 for a 
proper dial repaint.  And yes, it took some time. But, it cost only a couple of hours after a workable 
approach was determined, following some minor errors!  

The doors were reassembled, and the remaining original veneer was reattached.  Efforts were made 
to preserve original/old finish on the rest of the case. Brass parts were reattached but left in their "as 
received" patina.  There was a bracket received with the kit of parts. The case shows traces of having 
a bracket for much of its life, so it too was cleaned up a bit and may find its way back to the 
timepiece. 

Close inspection of the movement, the case, and all the supporting parts reveals a remarkably 
original timepiece.  Included with the bits and pieces was an old photo-based evaluation by an expert 
who suggests the timepiece to be "Willard school" and thereby done in the Roxbury area.  While it 
could arguably be Willard school, some elements suggest Concord Mass could have been its 
origination.  Not that it matters significantly. The very short teeth on the movement wheels suggest 
other than Roxbury/Boston origin. 

The movement itself is recoil escapement, its train is quite conventional (not step train), it has a 
protruding post to tie off the return side of the weight gut, it does mount with two long (original) bolts 
with machine screw threads, it has quite short teeth on most of the wheels, unlike some of the more 
prominent Boston area patent timepieces. The movement plates are cast brass as usual; the wheels 
show conventional work; there seems no significance to the click pawl etc.  While it has numerous 
early traits, it is entirely unremarkable in special identifying features. 

The weight, pendulum, keystone, hands, finial, and other case parts all appear original, and there was 
an old key also included with the timepiece. All in all, it returned to a respectable appearance and has 
already received offers to buy.   

Further investigation and research have not identified any maker. 



 

Loose door frame rails and veneer, loose screws not part of this clock other than screws retaining the 
hanging bracket and base  

 

Additional door parts  



 

Movement details, notice the very short teeth on visible gears 

 

Conventional non-step train, cast brass plates, wheel work, pinions, and other details all a bit more 
coarsely done than some Roxbury/Boston movements. 



  

Key, hands, latches, and hold down screw details; hands are a bit less delicate than most "Willard 
school." 

 

Case bottom, blind dovetail, raw wood suggests it had an attached bracket for most if not all its life  



 

Case top/side also retained by blind dovetails, old crusty finish 

 

Diamond Head Banjo by Daniel Munroe, Concord Mass. Blind dovetails 

It is not clear that this Munroe timepiece is related to the subject timepiece examined in this paper, 
but it does suggest the same shop could have made both cases. This timepiece includes its original 
layout lines for the dovetails; our example does not. While a minor point cabinetmakers tended to be 
consistent over time with their methods, so this suggests they were not from the same cabinetmaker.   



Simon & Aaron Willard were known to have sold a few clocks quite early on using dovetails on both 
top and bottom of the pendulum box2. 

Simon Willard was also said to use the shops of Munroe & Clap, Fisk & Churchill, Willard & Blake, 
Asahel Brown, Mose French, Thomas Dudley, and William Viles3. John Doggett also made some 
cases for the Willards, usually gilt and or carved models. 

Certain other publications establish that some Simon & Aaron Willard cases were built by John & 
Thomas Seymore, early in their work in Roxbury.4  

This wide range of potential case makers only adds to our confusion as to who made/sold the clock.  
Given the full range of apprentices and makers in other shops throughout eastern Mass. precludes 
close attribution, we think. 

  

Original dial as received had been stripped of its original numbers and then poorly overpainted; it was 
refreshed in this "restoration" with a worn Arabic time ring image as seen on the right. 

                                                            
2 Foley, Paul J., Willard Patent Timepieces fig.483, 489 
3 Foley, Paul J., Willard Patent Timepieces, pg. 200 
4 Stoneman, Veron C., John and Thomas Seymore Cabinet Makers in Boston,  pg. 340‐342 illustration and description  



 

Laser printed paper dial over the original pan, we used a Concord style with Arabic numbers 
intentionally5 

 

Detail of lower glass with laser printed on paper details 

 

                                                            
5 Foley, Paul J., Willard Patent Timepieces, pg. 77, Lemuel Curtis dial used as example 



 

The backside of laser-printed paper on glass details. The intent is to complete the illusion of the glass 
being old. Wooden retainers are not yet adequately aged. 



 

Laser printed throat glass, also printed on the backside with a proper reverse side glass image6 
Curved portion of throat frame, was a bit crooked originally. 

                                                            
6 Glass photos, upper and base, taken by author at times and places uncertain, printed copies used, also by author 



 

The absence of corner glue blocks in this timepiece case is unusual.  There are no traces of ever 
having glue blocks, and with the dovetails, they are unnecessary. Also noted, the four case sides, 
consisting of five separate pieces, are all thicker than generally found in these timepieces by 1/8th" to 
3/16th".  Also noted is the absence of glue blocks affixing case sides to the backboard. The tiedown is 
smaller than most. We observe many weight shields were originally painted.  This example is original 
and never painted. 

The lead weight is unremarkable other than having a finely shaped and somewhat delicate hook.  

 



 

The head of the case is also entirely original.  The only additional clues we observe include the shape 
of the interior of the head, the dial is slightly recessed into the headpiece, there is no weight stop 
screw or block, and it uses two dial retaining L bolts.  None of this takes us substantially closer to a 
case maker or the clockmaker. The chimney style is not generally associated with Willard school 
work. It is less than a compelling argument toward or away from any maker in our pursuit of pedigree.  



 

Robert C. Cheney is a world-recognized expert on period American clocks as well as author, Willard 
House museum director, clock curator, educator, and clock consultant. He made a most interesting 
presentation on Willard's role in making patent timepieces at the 2019 NAWCC National Convention 
in Springfield Mass, which we attended. 

Recently, there has been substantial research done, and a large number of patent timepieces have 
been better documented.   Based on that in part, perhaps the foremost expert in the field says this 
about this timepiece; “As you have noted, this is an early timepiece, but the quality of the work is not 
up to Willard’s standards in my opinion”. “The movement’s short gear teeth and lower quality of finish 
indicate some other source for this interesting clock. In considering case and movement details, this 



clock was likely made in Willard’s patent period.” “I would suggest this example is what Simon 
advertised and cautioned about as - “Spurious Patent Timepieces.””7 

 

The completed patent timepiece with faux glasses and dial work8 

                                                            
7 Foley, Paul, private communication 
8 All photos by author 


